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Active dorsiflexing prostheses may reduce trip-related fall risk in people 
with transtibial amputation
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Abstract—People with amputation are at increased risk of 
falling compared with age-matched, nondisabled individuals. 
This may partly reflect amputation-related changes to mini-
mum toe clearance (MTC) that could increase the incidence of 
trips and fall risk. This study determined the contribution of an 
active dorsiflexing prosthesis to MTC. We hypothesized that 
regardless of speed or incline the active dorsiflexion qualities 
of the ProprioFoot would significantly increase MTC and 
decrease the likelihood of tripping. Eight people with transtib-
ial amputation walked on a treadmill with their current foot at 
two grades and three velocities, then repeated the protocol after 
4 wk of accommodation with the ProprioFoot. A mixed-model, 
repeated-measures analysis of variance was used to compare 
MTC. Curves representing the likelihood of tripping were 
derived from the MTC distributions and a multiple regression 
was used to determine the relative contributions of hip, knee, 
and ankle angles to MTC. Regardless of condition, MTC was 
approximately 70% larger with the ProprioFoot (p < 0.001) and 
the likelihood of tripping was reduced. Regression analysis 
revealed that MTC with the ProprioFoot was sensitive to all 
three angles, with sensitivity of hip and ankle being greater. 
Overall, the ProprioFoot may increase user safety by decreas-
ing the likelihood of tripping and thus the pursuant likelihood 
of a fall.

Key words: ankle, fall risk, gait, kinematics, speed, stumble, 
toe clearance, treadmill, trip, variability, walking.

INTRODUCTION

A large majority of falls-research to date has focused 
on nondisabled older adults, which is not unexpected 
given that one out of every three older adults will fall 
annually [1] and that older adults represent the fastest 
growing demographic in America [2]. However, the 
problem of falls is not specific to this group. For exam-
ple, middle-aged adults have been reported to fall at rates 
comparable to, if not greater than, 33 percent [3–5]. Falls 
represent a particularly important problem for people 
with amputation. As a group, people with amputation are 
at an increased risk of falling compared with age-
matched, nondisabled individuals. In a study by Miller et. 
al., over 50 percent of community-living people with 
amputation fell over the course of a year. In that same 
study, almost half of all community-living people with 
amputation reported a fear of falling [6]. Importantly, a 
fear of falling is associated with an increased risk of 
future falls [7]. Among nondisabled older adults, tripping 
over an obstacle has consistently been reported as the 
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leading cause of falls [3,8–10] accounting for 33 [10] to 
53 percent of all-cause falls [9]. To our knowledge, there 
is no published data on the types of falls experienced by 
people with amputation, and little effort has been directed 
at preventing falls in this population. There is reason to 
believe that trip-related falls may present an even greater 
problem in people with amputation, which could partly 
explain their increased fall risk.

During gait, an individual may be particularly sus-
ceptible to tripping at the instant when the swing foot 
reaches its peak forward velocity and, simultaneously, 
the vertical distance between the swing foot and the 
ground reaches a local minimum [11]. This point in the 
gait cycle has been referred to as the instant of minimum 
toe clearance (MTC). Theory predicts that small MTC 
and larger toe clearance variability increase the probabil-
ity that the swing foot will contact an unseen obstacle, 
initiating a trip [12]. It is important to recognize that in 
this context, tripping represents a specific type of stum-
ble, i.e., loss of balance without a fall to the ground, 
which differs from a trip-related fall, i.e., an event in 
which an individual comes to rest on the ground or lower 
surface. The theory relating MTC and trips has been par-
tially supported by recent experimental evidence associ-
ating age-related changes in MTC and MTC variability 
during level-ground walking with a history of trip-related 
falls [13–15]. In nondisabled individuals, MTC has been 
reported to be most sensitive to the angle of the swing-
limb ankle [16]. Accordingly, in absence of compensa-
tory strategies, the lack of ankle dorsiflexion muscles for 
people with amputation would be expected to affect 
MTC, possibly increasing the likelihood of tripping over 
an obstacle.

The lack of ankle dorsiflexors may influence tripping 
and fall-risk not only during level walking but also dur-
ing inclined walking. According to the Centers for Dis-
ease Control and Prevention, over half of all falls by 
older adults occur during slope or stair walking [17]. 
Sloped walking may present the greater problem [18]. 
Control of toe clearance is increasingly more complex 
during sloped walking than level walking because the 
slope requires the foot to progress more vertically during 
the step [18]. In nondisabled adults, this is accomplished 
by increased ankle dorsiflexion during swing [19–20]. 
While people with amputation can adapt to uphill walk-
ing by altering hip and knee kinematics [21], the extent to 
which MTC, and thus the likelihood of tripping, is 
affected by inclined walking remains unknown. In addi-

tion to inclined walking, increasing or decreasing walk-
ing speed may also alter the likelihood of tripping. For 
nondisabled individuals, decreased walking speed can 
decrease MTC [22] and faster walking speeds can 
increase the likelihood of a failed recovery (i.e., a fall) 
following a laboratory-induced trip [23]. The extent to 
which speed affects MTC in people with amputation is 
unknown.

The purpose of this study was to determine the con-
tribution of an active dorsiflexing prosthesis, the Proprio-
Foot (Össur; Reykjavík, Iceland), to MTC and the 
likelihood of tripping by people with transtibial amputa-
tion (TTA). The hypotheses tested were that, regardless 
of speed or incline, the ProprioFoot would (1) signifi-
cantly increase MTC and (2) significantly decrease the 
likelihood of tripping on an unseen obstacle. Based on a 
geometric model, Moosabhoy and Gard reported that 
MTC of nondisabled individuals was most sensitive to 
ankle angle [16]. Consequently, we expected that MTC 
of people with amputation using the ProprioFoot would 
also be most sensitive to changes in ankle kinematics. If 
so, increased MTC associated with the PropioFoot could 
be partially attributed directly to the active dorsiflexion 
feature of the prosthesis. To test this, we applied a statis-
tical (regression) model rather than a geometric model in 
which sensitivities were computed from experimental walk-
ing data from people with TTAs using the ProprioFoot.

METHODS

Subjects
In total, 15 individuals consented to participate in this 

study that was approved by the Institutional Review 
Board at the University of Illinois at Chicago. Inclusion 
criteria included unilateral (or no higher than partial foot 
on contralateral limb) TTA, K3 or K4 level ambulatory 
based on the Amputee Mobility Predictor, 30 yr of age or 
older, having been a prosthesis user for at least 1 yr, being 
free of pain and otherwise healthy at the time of testing, 
and self-reported capability to walk for at least 2 min on 
a treadmill. After providing written informed consent, 
two subjects were found to be unable to walk on a tread-
mill and their data were not considered in the current 
analysis. Of the remaining 13 subjects, one was a current 
user of the ProprioFoot and 12 used prostheses without 
active dorsiflexion. Those subjects who used the nonactive
dorsiflexion prostheses were given the option to perform 
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the walking protocol twice—first with their own prosthe-
sis and, subsequently, with the ProprioFoot. If subjects 
chose this option, then a prosthetist fit each subject’s 
existing socket with the ProprioFoot and the subject was 
allowed 4 wk to accommodate before returning to the 
laboratory to repeat the walking protocol. Users of nonac-
tive dorsiflexion prostheses were not required to agree to 
this option to participate in the study. Of the 12 nonactive 
dorsiflexion prosthesis users, 9 agreed to participate in 
the optional protocol. One of these subjects failed to com-
plete the accommodation period and did not perform the 
walking protocol with the ProprioFoot. A total of eight 
subjects completed the entire protocol on the treadmill 
with both a nonactive dorsiflexion prosthesis foot and the 
ProprioFoot (summary of the 8 included subjects: 2 females,
6 males; age: 49.6 ± 10.0 yr; height: 170.0 ± 8.1 cm; 
weight: 81.2 ± 17.8 kg). Demographics for only the 
included subjects are provided in Table 1.

Walking Protocol
Subjects walked on a treadmill (ActiveStep; Leba-

non, New Hampshire) at two grades, 0 percent (level) 
and 5 percent (incline), and at three walking velocities on 
each grade: self-selected velocity, 80 percent, and 
120 percent of self-selected velocity. The self-selected 
velocity was determined separately for each grade using 
an iterative process during which treadmill speed was 
incrementally increased until the subject reported no lon-
ger feeling comfortable and then decreased until the sub-
ject reported feeling he was walking too slowly. During 
each successive iteration, speeds were incremented 
within the range identified as too fast and too slow in the 
previous iteration. Self-selected velocity was taken as the 

mean of the two extreme velocities identified after three 
iterations (self-selected velocity at 0% and 5% grade: 
0.93 ± 0.17 m/s and 0.87 ± 0.17 m/s, respectively, Table 1).
Since the majority of the subjects were not familiar with 
treadmill walking, after setting the treadmill to a particu-
lar grade and determining self-selected velocity, subjects 
were provided several minutes to acclimate. The order of 
grades was randomized across subjects. The self-selected 
velocity condition was always performed first and the 
remaining two speeds were then presented in random 
order. For those subjects who participated first with the 
nonactive dorsiflexion prosthesis and then with the Pro-
prioFoot, speeds were matched for each condition. In 
each condition, subjects walked for at least 2 min while 
wearing a safety harness. Rest was provided between 
conditions.

During all walking conditions, an eight-camera 
motion capture system (Motion Analysis; Santa Rosa, 
California) tracked the movements of 22 passive reflec-
tive markers [24]. For each step, MTC of the prosthetic 
side was calculated as a local minimum in the vertical 
trajectory of the marker placed on the shoe over the sec-
ond metatarsal relative to its vertical position at the initia-
tion of the swing phase (i.e., toe off). In the event that a 
local minimum was not detected, MTC was taken as the 
vertical position of this marker (relative to that at toe off) 
at 50 percent of the swing phase, which is approximately 
when MTC occurs [11]. For the 5 percent grade condi-
tion, four markers, placed at the corners of the treadmill, 
defined the plane of the treadmill belts. Prior to MTC cal-
culation, all marker data were rotated to align the plane of 
the treadmill belts with that of the laboratory floor. This 
ensured that MTC was calculated as a vertical 

Subject Sex Ethnicity
Age 
(yr)

Height 
(cm)

Weight 
(kg)

Years Since 
Amputation

Cause of 
Amputation

Side Foot Suspension
SSV 0%, 
5% (m/s)

2 M AA 53 175.3 110.0 7.0 Vascular L Ossur Axia 3S 0.83, 0.76

4 F AA 30 165.1 56.8 24.0 Sickle cell R Ossur Axia 3S 0.59, 0.54

5 M H 44 182.9 99.1 17.0 Trauma R — 3S 1.05, 0.94

6 M C 44 180.3 84.6 20.0 Trauma L Elite SC 0.89, 1.05

8 M AA 54 168.9 79.6 16.0 Trauma L Flex Foot 
Assure

Suction 0.94, 0.85

9 M H 55 167.6 81.7 3.5 Trauma R Echelon VASS 1.05, 1.00

12 F H 54 157.5 53.6 8.0 Trauma L Accent Suction 0.96, 0.98

13 M C 63 177.8 84.1 43.0 Trauma L CP Velocity VASS 1.16, 0.80

distance 

Table 1.
Included subject demographics.

3S = silicone suction suspension, AA = African American, C = Caucasian, F = female, H = Hispanic, L = left, M = male, R = right, SC = supracondylar suspension, 
SSV = self-selected velocity, VASS = vacuum-assisted socket suspension.
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perpendicular to the treadmill belts. For each condition 
and subject, the between-step mean MTC was calculated 
and the standard deviation was used to represent MTC 
variability. All mean MTC and MTC variability data 
except those corresponding to conditions during which 
walking velocity was below 0.55 m/s, the minimum 
speed at which the ProprioFoot was designed to function, 
were used in statistical analysis. Due to technical prob-
lems, data from one subject (subject 2) during the 5 per-
cent grade condition with the standard foot were not 
collected.

Data Analysis

Likelihood of Tripping
A curve representing the likelihood of tripping was 

calculated separately for each foot based on the MTC val-
ues from all subjects and all steps, excluding conditions
during which the walking velocity was below 0.55 m/s. The 
curve represents the likelihood of contacting an unseen 
obstacle of a specific height if it is present at MTC. 
Despite the fact that the obstacle is unseen, this likeli-
hood is not always equal to unity. For example, if an indi-
vidual generally walks with MTC greater than 1 cm, then 
the likelihood of hitting an unseen obstacle of height 
equal to 1 cm would be small. The calculation of the like-
lihood is described subsequently.

To increase sample size and thereby more closely 
represent the MTC distribution of this population, all 
steps from subjects and conditions included in the statis-
tical analysis were entered into the calculation of the 
curve. In addition, by including all conditions in a single 
curve, the MTC distribution during a variety of condi-
tions could be approximated, any of which could be 
encountered in the community on any given step. Thus, 
ecological validity was likely increased.

To calculate the likelihood of tripping curves, we 
first created a frequency distribution (histogram) of 
MTCs 

Figure 1.
Distribution of minimum toe clearance (MTC) for all included 

subjects and conditions. White bars represent data for stan-

dard-feet conditions and gray bars for ProprioFoot conditions. 

Values of MTC with greatest relative frequencies are shifted 

toward right with ProprioFoot.

for all steps (Figure 1) using bin widths of 0.5 mm.
The cumulative integral of the frequency distribution was 
approximated using the trapezoidal rule. Values from the 
cumulative integration were normalized to the total area 
and plotted at 0.5 mm increments to obtain the equivalent 
of a cumulative probability distribution—a curve that 
ranges from values of 0 to 1.0 and describes the probabil-
ity that MTC on any random step is less than or equal to a 
specific value.

It is important to understand that the cumulative 
probability provides distinctly different information than 
mean MTC’s value alone. For example, two subjects may 
have similar mean values (e.g., X) but different distribu-
tions (variability) about those means. Accordingly, on 
any given step, each subject may have an MTC less than, 
equal to, or greater than X. The subject who tends to take 
more steps with MTC < X (has a cumulative distribution 
shifted to smaller values) would, on any random step, 
have a greater probability of contacting an obstacle that 
was a given height X and vice versa.

Whereas cumulative probabilities range from 0 (e.g., 
the probability of an MTC being less than or equal to 1 mm
is approximately 0) to 1 (e.g., the probability of an MTC 
being less than or equal to 100 cm is approximately 1), 
likelihood values range from infinity (e.g., an MTC of 
less than 1 mm is likely to occur 1 in every 1 million 
steps) to values of 1 (e.g., if MTC of 100 cm or less is 
likely to occur on every step). Thus the likelihood of trip-
ping is calculated as the inverse of the cumulative proba-
bility distribution. The upper limit of the curve is 
interpreted as follows: the likelihood of tripping over an 
obstacle of 100 cm would be one (e.g., if an unseen obsta-
cle of height 100 cm was present at the time of MTC, the 
subject would contact it on every step—subjects never 
walk with MTC of 100 cm or greater). The lower limit of 
the likelihood of tripping curve is dictated by the minimum 
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observed MTC. This method is adapted from a previous 
method, but to avoid potential bias in choosing, a priori, a 
specific distribution to model MTC data, here the curve 
is based only on raw, unfitted data. Although this allows 
for descriptive comparisons, inferential statistical com-
parisons are not possible.

Regression Analysis
To determine the contribution of the ProprioFoot to 

MTC, we performed a multivariate linear regression that 
considered kinematics corresponding to the variable set 
considered by the geometric model of Moosabhoy and 
Gard [16]. The linear regressions were conducted sepa-
rately for each subject using data from the 0 percent 
grade, self-selected speed condition. For each subject and 
step, MTC and the sagittal plane angles of the swing-
limb hip (thigh relative to vertical), knee (shank relative 
to thigh), and ankle (foot relative to neutral as defined by 
the angle of the ankle during a quiet standing trial) and 
the vertical height of the swing-limb hip-joint center at 
the instant of MTC were extracted. MTC was then 
included as the dependent variable, and hip, knee, and 
ankle angles and vertical hip height were included as 
independent variables using a forced-entry method to 
ensure inclusion of all independent variables. For com-
parison with the method of Moosabhoy and Gard [16], 
we also calculated sensitivities (in centimeters/radians) 
directly from experimental values of the coordinates of 
the hip, knee, and ankle joint centers and toe marker and 
normalized values to the gait cycle from toe off to the 
instant of MTC (for details on calculating the sensitivity, 
refer to equations 12–14 in Moosabhoy and Gard [16]). 
Sensitivities were then averaged across steps, then again 
across all subjects to obtain mean curves.

In order to further interpret the results from the 
regression analysis for each of the seven subjects using 
both feet during level ground walking at self-selected 
speed, we computed the average values for the hip, knee, 
and ankle angle at the time of MTC. These data were 
most relevant to the regression analysis because they 
considered the ProprioFoot during the same condition as 
the regression analysis. The estimated marginal mean for 
all subjects across both the level and incline conditions at 
preferred speed were calculated.

Statistical Analysis
MTC and MTC variability were analyzed using a 

mixed-model, three-factor (foot: two levels; grade: two 

levels; speed: three levels) repeated-measures analysis of 
variance (ANOVA) to compare mean MTC values. A 
mixed model was chosen for its ability to handle missing 
data. Of 96 possible MTC values to be included in analy-
sis (8 subjects × 2 feet per subject × 6 conditions per 
foot), 13 values were excluded: 3 for technical reasons 
(subject 2) and 6 because of walking speeds below 0.55 m/s
(subject 4 only). In addition, the first two conditions by 
subject 8, regardless of day, were not analyzed because 
they corresponded to what we characterized as a “high 
stepping gait,” during which MTC was more than twice 
as large as those of the other four trials for that day, 
despite the fact that the conditions in the first two trials 
differed between days. All other conditions for this sub-
ject were included in analysis. Thus, all comparisons 
were based on data from eight subjects using both feet, 
but because the number of subjects for each condition 
may be less than n = 8, results are presented as marginal 
means ± standard errors in order to give an estimate of 
the true population mean after accounting for these dif-
ference. The mixed model was also used to assess 
whether, across inclines, at preferred speed, there was an 
effect of foot on joint angles at MTC.

The relative contributions to MTC by hip, knee, and 
ankle angles at the instant of MTC were determined as 
the regression coefficients from the subject-specific analy-
ses, which were subsequently analyzed using paired t-tests.
Paired t-tests were also used to compare the subject-
specific hip, knee, and ankle sensitivities as determined 
using the method of Moosabhoy and Gard [16] and to 
compare joint angles across feet while walking on level 
ground at self-selected speed.

RESULTS

Across inclines at preferred walking speed, there was 
an approximately 150 percent decrease in ankle angle at 
the time of MTC with standard feet compared with the 
ProprioFoot. Whereas during level walking only at self-
selected speed there were no significant differences in 
average hip, knee, and ankle angles at the time of MTC 
between the two feet, after data from both the incline and 
level ground condition were included in the analysis the 
difference in ankle angle reached significance (Table 2). 
Regardless of the condition, MTC was nearly 70 percent 
larger when subjects wore the ProprioFoot. Indeed, 
across all conditions and speeds, MTC was significantly 
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Prosthesis
Level Only Level and Incline

Hip Knee Ankle Hip Knee Ankle
ProprioFoot 22.8 ± 6.6 49.6 ± 4.1 1.3 ± 3.9 23.2 ± 1.4 50.6 ± 1.2 2.9 ± 1.3
Standard Foot 21.6 ± 8.4 22.1 ± 5.1 3.5 ± 3.2 20.3 ± 2.0 51.4 ± 1.0 1.5 ± 1.2
p-Value* 0.56 0.67 0.07 0.26 0.89 0.02

greater for the ProprioFoot conditions than for the standard 
foot conditions (Figure 2; 

Figure 2.
Minimum toe clearance (MTC) values for both feet. Values corre-

spond to estimated marginal means and standard errors about 

these mean. MTC was significantly greater with ProprioFoot (p < 

0.001).

estimated marginal mean ± 
standard error = 28.8 ± 1.6 mm vs 17.4 ± 1.1 mm, respec-
tively; F(1,54.1) = 33.6, p < 0.001). There were no other 
significant main effects found (speed: p = 0.17; incline: p =
0.83; Table 3), nor were any interactions significant. On 
average, across conditions the variability in MTC was 3 
to 4 mm (Table 4). No significant main effects were 
found (prosthesis: p = 0.68; speed: p = 0.83; incline: p = 
0.55), nor were there any significant interactions.

A total of 7,922 steps were included in the calcula-
tion of the curves representing the likelihood of tripping 
for the ProprioFoot condition, and 10,133 steps were 
included for the nonactive dorsiflexion prosthesis condi-
tion (Figure 1). We found that the curve for the Proprio-
Foot was shifted toward higher MTC values (Figure 3). 

For example, while wearing the ProprioFoot, individuals 
would be expected to contact an unseen obstacle having a 
height of 5 mm approximately once every 3,169 steps 
compared with once every 166 steps when wearing a 
nonactive dorsiflexion prosthesis. At higher MTC, the 
relative magnitude of the differences decreased. For 
example, an individual wearing the ProprioFoot would be 
expected to contact an unseen obstacle of 10 mm approxi-
mately once every 50 steps compared with once every 10 
steps when wearing a nonactive dorsiflexion prosthesis.

The regression analyses performed for each subject 
revealed significant relationships between MTC and the 
hip, knee, and ankle angles at the instant of MTC. All of 
the regressions were significant (p < 0.05) and, in each 
case, accounted for more than 80 percent of the shared 
variance, i.e., R2 > 0.80. For seven of eight subjects, the 
regression coefficients for all three independent variables 
corresponding to joint angles were also significant. For 
these subjects, the paired t-tests revealed significant dif-
ferences between the coefficient for the hip and knee 
(mean ± standard deviation = 10.2 ± 6.5 cm/rad and 3.7 ± 
3.4 cm/rad, respectively; p = 0.02) and for the knee and 
ankle (12.5 ± 7.3 cm/rad; p = 0.02). However, the differ-
ence between the coefficients for the hip and ankle was 
not significant (p = 0.45). At the instance of MTC, the 
sensitivities as determined using the method of Moosab-
hoy and Gard [16] (Figure 4) were 10.1 ± 4.9 cm/rad for 
the hip, 4.7 ± 2.9 cm/rad for the knee, and 13.9 ± 1.6 cm/
rad for the ankle. Paired sample t-tests indicated signifi-
cant difference between the sensitivities for the knee and 
ankle (p < 0.001) but not the knee and hip (p = 0.11), nor 
the ankle and hip (p = 0.10).

DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to determine the contri-
bution of an active dorsiflexing prosthesis, the ProprioFoot, 

Table 2.
Joint kinematics at instance of minimum toe clearance, in degrees, presented as average ± standard deviation for level-only condition at self-
selected velocity and as estimated marginal means ± standard error across both level and incline condition (at self-selected velocity).

*p-Value based on t-tests for level-only condition and mixed model analysis of variance for level and incline.
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80% Self-Selected Velocity 100% Self-Selected Velocity 120% Self-Selected Velocity

Level Incline Level Incline Level Incline

ProprioFoot* 22.8 ± 2.7 25.5 ± 2.1 31.6 ± 4.6 29.1 ± 4.9 30.8 ± 3.9 32.7 ± 4.7

Standard Foot 17.8 ± 3.0 16.7 ± 2.6 18.2 ± 2.3 16.9 ± 2.8 18.7 ± 2.4 16.3 ± 3.0

Prosthesis
80% Self-Selected Velocity 100% Self-Selected Velocity 120% Self-Selected Velocity

Level Incline Level Incline Level Incline

ProprioFoot 3.3 ± 0.5 4.0 ± 0.8 3.9 ± 0.5 4.2 ± 0.8 4.1 ± 0.5 3.6 ± 0.5

Standard Foot 3.8 ± 0.7 3.3 ± 0.5 4.0 ± 0.7 3.8 ± 0.8 4.3 ± 0.9 3.3 ± 0.3

to MTC and the likelihood of tripping by people with 
TTAs. The results supported our first hypotheses that, 
regardless of speed or incline, the ProprioFoot would sig-
nificantly increase MTC. Consistent with our second 
hypothesis, the increase in MTC afforded by the Proprio-
Foot appears to have decreased the likelihood of tripping 
on an unseen obstacle. Taken together, this suggests that 
active dorsiflexing prosthetic feet such as the Proprio-
Foot can improve user safety.

In general, the evidence supporting the use of micro-
processor-controlled prosthetic feet for improving bal-
ance, function, and/or mobility of people with 
amputation is limited and has only recently begun to 
appear in the literature (e.g., references [25–30]). At 
present, there are few English-written studies of the Pro-
prioFoot, and those that exist have focused on socket 
pressures [31], hip and knee kinematics and kinetics [32–
33], gait economy [34–35], and related aspects of gait 
[36–37] but not on MTC. Our study is the first to quan-
tify MTC at different speeds and inclines and to report a 
reduced likelihood of tripping by people with TTAs. 
However, the extent to which this translates to increased 
safety in the community depends, in part, on the scope of 
the problem of trip-related falls by people with TTAs. 
Although trip-related falls are the leading fall-cause for 
nondisabled older adults [3,8–10], and one that is amena-
ble to intervention [38], similar results have yet to be 
established in people with TTAs.

Given that lower MTC may theoretically increase the 
likelihood of tripping [12] and the similarity of MTC for 

the standard foot conditions in the present study (17.6 mm;
Figure 2) and nondisabled subjects (15.6 mm [12] and 
14.6 mm [13]), it is possible that trip-related falls are no 
more problematic for people with TTAs than for people 
without amputation. However, caution should be taken 
when drawing conclusions regarding falling from MTC 
data. Even if a lower MTC increases the likelihood of 
contacting an obstacle, the occurrence of a trip-related 
fall thereafter is highly dependent on the reactive, com-
pensatory stepping strategy [39–40]. In addition, despite 
the obvious link between MTC and tripping [41], the 
measure has yet to be prospectively associated with 
either all-cause or trip-related falls. In fact, contrary to 
theory, older adults with a history of trip-related falls 
demonstrate greater MTC than age-matched individuals 
with no history of trip-related falls [13]. This may repre-
sent an adaptation by higher-risk individuals to minimize 
the likelihood of a trip. If people with TTAs do frequently 
experience trip-related falls, then they might similarly 
adapt MTC, resulting in values closer to those of people 
without amputation.

Although the role of active dorsiflexion on MTC in 
people with TTAs has not previously been quantified, the 
potential for ankle angle to influence MTC follows from 
the sensitivity analysis of joint kinematics of nondisabled 
subjects [16]. In that study, MTC was reported as most 
sensitive to the ankle angle, although this was not sup-
ported by statistical results. In the present study, using the 
same approach on people with amputation, our statistical 
tests indicated no difference between the two sensitivities. 

Table 3.
Minimum toe clearance, in millimeters, presented for all conditions as estimated marginal means ± standard error.

*Main effect of foot (p < 0.001). No significant interactions are present.

Table 4.
Variability in minimum toe clearance, in millimeters, presented for all conditions as estimated marginal means ± standard error.
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Figure 3. 
Curves representing likelihood of tripping for two conditions. Likelihood of tripping for all ProprioFoot conditions (gray) is shifted 

toward higher values than for all standard foot conditions (black), indicating reduced likelihood of stumbling over unseen obstacle of 

particular height. Open circles represent likelihood of tripping over obstacle of 5 mm for each foot, which is once every 3,169 steps 

with ProprioFoot compared with once every 166 steps for standard foot. Likelihood of tripping curves were derived as inverse of 

cumulative probability distribution function (inset). MTC = minimum toe clearance.

Although the sensitivity of the hip was similar between 
the two studies (10.1 ± 4.9 vs 9.5 cm/rad), our value of 
13.9 ± 1.6 cm/rad for sensitivity of the ankle was smaller 
than that reported by the other group (17.1 cm/rad). 
Whereas between-study differences could reflect dissimilar 
kinematics for people with TTAs and nondisabled sub-
jects, the mean values for the hip, knee, and ankle angle 
at MTC during level ground walking with the Proprio-

Foot (22.8° ± 6.6°, 49.6° ± 4.1°, and 1.3° ± 3.9°, respec-
tively) are consistent with those for the nondisabled 
subjects (23°, 48°, and 1°). Interestingly, for this condi-
tion, t-tests revealed no significant differences in the 
ankle angle (p = 0.07), which likely reflects large between-
subject variability relative to the measure itself. For 
example, after averaging the ankle angle at MTC across 
all steps, some subjects showed values corresponding to a 
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slightly plantar flexed ankle, which could reflect errors in 
defining the ankle joint center and thus neutral position, 
and which would be expected to decrease the vertical dis-
tance between the toe and ankle (i.e., the ankle sensitivity). 
When the number of degrees of freedom is increased by 
using a mixed-model ANOVA to compare variables 
across feet during both

Figure 4.
Across-subject mean sensitivity for ankle, knee, and hip from 

toe-off to instance of minimum toe clearance (MTC) for subjects 

wearing ProprioFoot during level walking at self-selected veloc-

ity. Curves are generally similar to those reported by Moosab-

hoy and Gard [16] with mean value for ankle slightly higher than 

for hip at instant of MTC. Note that since sensitivity (and regres-

sion) analysis are subject-specific, caution should be taken 

when directly interpreting reported sensitivities in terms of 

group averaged kinematics in Table 2 (e.g., multiplying average 

kinematics by average sensitivities may not provide meaningful 

information).

 the level and incline conditions 
(preferred speed only), the p-value for the ankle reaches 
significance suggesting an important role of the ankle at 
MTC. Despite small sample sizes and possible errors in 
calculation of neutral ankle angle, a subject-specific 
regression approach that simultaneously considers kine-
matics and MTC on a step-by-step basis should be less 
influenced by sample size and error (which would be sys-
tematic within subject).

When we used a regression approach incorporating 
experimental values of both MTC and joint angles from 
people with TTAs wearing an active dorsiflexing foot, we 
confirmed that MTC was sensitive to hip, knee, and ankle 
angle. However, using the approach presented, we were 
unable to show a significant difference in the coefficients 
between the hip and the ankle despite the fact that the 

regression coefficients were quite similar to the sensitivi-
ties. In the absence of evidence directly demonstrating 
significant differences between the sensitivities of MTC 
to hip and knee angle of people with TTAs, it seems that 
increasing ankle dorsiflexion may be a preferred strategy 
to increase MTC because it is likely more energetically 
favorable than altering hip kinematics. Even if significant 
differences exist, the additional MTC gained by flexing 
the hip rather than ankle may be overshadowed by the 
energetic consequences of the former. Nonetheless, it is 
clear that both the ankle and hip play an important role in 
MTC for both nondisabled people and people with ampu-
tation, and that ultimately additional research is needed to 
better characterize the extent to which active dorsiflexing 
prostheses and lower-limb joint kinematics throughout 
early swing until the time of MTC contribute to toe clear-
ance of people with lower-limb amputation.

Whereas the relationship between falls and mean
MTC are somewhat unclear, the link between falls and 
MTC variability is more certain, at least for nondisabled 
older adults [15]. Of the two studies that have evaluated 
MTC variability of older adults with and without a his-
tory of falls, both reported significantly greater variabil-
ity in those with a history of falls [13–14]. In the present 
study, variability was 3.9 ± 0.2 mm in the ProprioFoot 
conditions and 3.7 ± 0.2 mm in the standard foot condi-
tions. These values are less than those previously 
reported for fallers (4.7 mm [13] or 4.8 cm [14]) and 
more than those previously reported for nonfallers (3.2 mm
[13] or 3.5 mm [14]). Again, it is difficult to determine 
whether this does or does not suggest that trip-related 
falls are problematic for people with TTAs. Moreover, 
relating greater variability alone and increased trip-
related fall risk is not intuitive. Is a trip over a given 
obstacle more or less likely to occur by an individual dis-
playing MTC with a low mean and very low variability 
than with an individual with a slightly higher mean and 
much higher variability? Thus, compared with MTC vari-
ability or MTC alone, the likelihood of tripping may pro-
vide stronger evidence for trip-related fall risk insofar as 
the metric simultaneously considers both the mean and 
standard deviation of the measure. Based on the likeli-
hood of tripping curve (Figure 3), we conclude that, 
independent of the scope of the problem, using the Pro-
prioFoot is associated with a decreased risk of tripping 
over an obstacle as the likelihood of tripping curve for 
the ProprioFoot is shifted toward higher MTC values 
compared for the standard foot.
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Although the likelihood of tripping curves provide 
information beyond that of the MTC or MTC variability 
alone, the curves must be properly interpreted. Two 
major assumptions underlying these curves are that they 
represent the likelihood of tripping given that (1) an 
obstacle is present at the time of MTC and (2) the obsta-
cle is unseen. If an obstacle is seen, subjects will increase 
MTC to avoid contacting it [22]. Although it may seem 
unreasonable that an individual would trip over an obsta-
cle of only several millimeters, it seems more likely that 
a smaller obstacle would go unnoticed, and smaller 
obstacles may be more common than larger ones [42]. 
Over a 1 mi residential sidewalk, there may be as many 
as 30 trip-points of 12.7 mm (0.5 in.) versus 10 such 
points of 25.4 mm (1 in.) [42]. Still, given that one in 
every three steps by a subject wearing a standard foot 
would be expected to contact an unseen obstacle of 1 in. 
or higher, following the first assumption, these trip-points 
must infrequently be present at MTC, or else reported 
trip-rates would be quite high. For this reason, we think 
that prospective studies are necessary to link MTC mea-
sures with trip-related falls to better appreciate the 
increased safety offered by changes in these curves.

There are several limitations of the current study. 
First, the order of presentation of feet was not random-
ized such that differences in MTC may reflect an order-
ing effect. In particular, subjects may have felt more 
comfortable on the treadmill during the second visit. To 
our knowledge, no studies have addressed the familiar-
ization of treadmill walking in people with amputation; 
however, studies on younger and unimpaired older adults 
suggest that 4 to 5 min of continuous walking at a given 
speed may be sufficient for familiarization [43–44]. The 
current study did provide several minutes of acclimation 
at the start, and each condition lasted for at least 2 min. 
Accordingly, much of the unfamiliarity with treadmill 
walking may have dissipated by the second or third trial 
after total walking time exceeded 5 min. A second limita-
tion is that the results are only applicable to people with 
TTAs and may not be generalized to people with trans-
femoral amputation, a group that has unique challenges 
associated with trip recovery [45]. Moreover, the results 
are limited only to people with TTAs who walk at speeds 
above 0.55 m/s. Thus, given that slower walking speed 
increases fall risk [46], in its current design the Proprio-
Foot may not be targeting the patients who are most 
likely to benefit from active dorsiflexion, and thus it may 
not reduce fall risk. However, older adults with faster 

walking speeds have been shown to fall at greater rates 
following a laboratory-induced trip because of greater 
angular momentum [47], and in the community faster 
walking speed is associated with greater incidence of out-
door falls [48–49] where, compared with indoor falls, 
tripping is more prevalent [3,50]. Third, in contrast to 
previous studies with the ProprioFoot, which have com-
pared outcome variables with and without the adaptive 
features turned on [32–34], the current study employed a 
pseudo-crossover design. Thus, it is possible that differ-
ences in MTC may be attributed to differences in foot 
design that are independent of inertial differences [51–
52]. Finally, many of the steps in the ProprioFoot condi-
tion did not include a local minimum in the toe trajectory, 
and these steps often resulted in MTC values much 
greater than reported in any study to date [12–14,22,41]. 
For example, approximately 5 percent of all steps in the 
ProprioFoot condition were greater than 50 mm, 
(although more than 90% of these steps were taken by 
two subjects and occurred across multiple conditions). 
Whereas previous researchers have opted to disregard 
steps lacking a true “MTC event” [22] and these extreme 
MTC values could bias the likelihood of tripping curves, 
even so, the larger values are less meaningful when inter-
preting the curves.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we report that the ProprioFoot, a pros-
thetic foot that offers active swing phase dorsiflexion, 
can significantly increase MTC and reduce the likelihood 
of a trip. Future work should focus on quantifying the 
extent to which change in MTC can be directly attributed 
to the active dorsiflexion feature of the foot and measur-
ing trip-related fall risk in people with TTAs. If indeed 
the increased fall risk of people with TTAs can be partly 
explained by an increased risk of tripping, then in certain 
populations (e.g., individuals who trip frequently) the 
ProprioFoot may help reduce the risk of tripping. Indeed, 
even individuals for whom ProprioFoot prescription may 
not be possible, interventions to reduce trip-related fall 
risk [4] may be warranted.
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